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NEWS

Sports Dev director on medical exam on
first day of EVSUlympics: “no biggie”
By JAMES WELL M. GORME /
THE INDUSTRIAL WHEEL

After
complaints
on
the conduct of medical
examination for studentathletes even during the
opening of this year’s
Sports, Culture and the Arts
Festival circulated among
delegates, the Director
of Sports Development
clarified that this does not
pose any consequence to
the integrity of the annual
sporting event.
Dr. Marlon E. Lora
explained that the medical
was not late but was rather
an extension due to a
huge number of athletes
participating especially from
the Main Campus.
“Before you can play, we
will be checking all of your
requirements
especially
your medical certificate
since it was clearly stated
in the guidelines that “no
medical certificate, no play,”
Dr. Lora said.
According
to
Dr. Rosilla Salud, she was
attending to the external
campuses last week that
is why the athletes from
the main and the other
campuses should have had
their medical examination
earlier.

PHOTO BY JM LLORAG / THE INDUSTRIAL WHEEL

ELEVENTH HOUR. Student-athletes from the Main Campus line-up at the Medical
Clinic to have their physical exam on the first day of the Sports, Culture and the Arts
Festival 2018.

The
submission
of the requirements for
student-athletes was on
September 29-30.
Moreover,
the
unexpected change of venue
for the Sports, Culture
and the Arts Festival 2018
resulted to a late acquisition
of medical examination of
the athletes.
Giovanni Sosing, a
COE basketball player said,
“We did not know since we
are just students. They are
the faculty so we do not
have the rights to ask why
they still had it on the first
day of intramurals.”

He also said that
it might be unfair since it
is a hassle for them as a
student. He even said that
the medical examination
should be done days before
the event.
Dr. Lora, however,
explained that there is
no need to worry about
still having the medical
examination last Monday
since there is still no
game but assured that the
tournament managers shall
not allow athletes who were
not able to comply a medical
certificate. •
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Mayor Goma
offers aide
to OCC
athletes
BY NELSON PALLOC
JEREMY LLORAG/ THE
INDUSTRIAL WHEEL

In support of the Ormoc
City Campus delegation,
the City Government of
Ormoc, through its mayor,
Hon.
Richard
“Goma”
Gomez, lend some sports
equipment to the teams
competing on this year’s
Sports, Culture and the
Arts Festival.
OCC’s baseball, softball,
soccer and dance sports
team received the assistance
in order to further hone
the skills of the players to
become competitive.

PHOTO BY CM TABUENA

ALL-OUT SUPPORT. The City Government of Ormoc City assisted the OCC
delegation by donating uniforms for the soccer team and lending their baseball
team some equipment.

“The City Government
let
us
borrow
their
equipment on the softball
and baseball during our
trainings and up until now”
said Franz Martin S. Callano,
baseball coach of OCC.
Other
than
the
equipment lent to the
baseball team, the City
Mayor likewise sponsored
the uniforms of OCC’s

29 orgs take on SSG booth dare
BY ALIEZA JEAN T. BULACOY /
THE INDUSTRIAL WHEEL

In celebration of this
year’s
Inter-Campus
Sports, Culture and the
Arts Festival, the Supreme
Student
Government
(SSG) of the Main Campus
challenged the accredited
organizations
of
the
university in an entertain
bazaar competition.

Twenty-nine
course,
service, and values-oriented
organizations took the weeklong challenge and put up
their respective booths
at the College of Business
and Entrepreneurship and
College of Arts and Sciences.
“This is the perfect time
to all of us students to have
fun and to relax from our
studies,” said Joenuel C.
Ramos, SSG President.

soccer team.
Furthermore,
Mayor
Gomez also shouldered
the talent fee paid to the
trainers of Ormoc dance
sports athletes.
It was however clarified
that there was no direct
monetary
assistance
provided by the City Mayor
other than the equipment
and sponsorships. •
Food Bazaar, Photo
Booth,
Videoke,
Face
Painting and the likes
entertained the different
delegations despite the bad
weather condition.
Every day, a different set
of SSG officers and university
officials will serve as judges
for the said competition
starting Tueday.
Up for grabs are the
“Most Creative Booth” and
the “Most Visited Booth”
BOOTH continued on Page 5
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NEWS
Eleven eagles belt soaring pitches
in musical showdown

PHOTO BY JM LLORAG

VOCAL MASTERS. Delegations from different EVSU campuses sang their
hearts out to prove that they deserve to represent the school in the regional
stage by outshining the other delegates.
By REBECCA JOY A. ESCLEO /
THE INDUSTRIAL WHEEL

Singing their lungs out,
representatives
of
the
different competing teams
tried to outshine each other
in the musical competition
with
their
artistic
renditions and on-pitch
vocal prowess, yesterday,
at the EVSU Auditorium.
Eleven teams competed
in the Live Band, Chorale
Contest, Instrumental Solo,
Vocal Solo, Vocal Duet, and
Pop Solo showoffs intended

to select the musicians who
will represent the school
in the regional PASUC
competition.
COE,
CAS,
Ormoc
Campus
and
Tanauan
Campus rocked the house in
the Live Band competition
while COE, COBE, COED,
Burauen
Campus
and
Tanauan Campus sang in
unison during the Chorale
Contest.
COED, CAS and Ormoc
Campus showed off their
musical proficiency in the
Instrumental
Solo

competition while Carigara
Campus, Burauen Campus,
Ormoc
Campus,
Dulag
Campus, Tanauan Campus,
COED, COBE, CAAD, COE
and CAS serenaded the
audience in the Vocal Duet.
Carigara
Campus,
Burauen Campus, Dulag
Campus, Tanauan Campus,
Ormoc Campus, CAAD, COE,
COBE and CAAD battled it
out in the Pop Solo while
COBE, CAS, COE, COED,
Dulag Campus, Tanauan
Campus and Ormoc Campus
tried to outshine each other
in the Vocal Solo.
“We need to have fun
and most of all we love what
we are doing. We do not take
the show as a competition,
just for fun,” said Ricky
Jay Estopin, a live band
participant from Ormoc
Campus.
Announcement
of
winners will be this coming
Friday, October 26. •
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Make-shift galley causes fire at
EVSU construction site
By CLIFFORD F. COLIBAO / THE
INDUSTRIAL WHEEL

Some
Php
17,000.00-worth of property
got seared after construction
workers left their make-shift
cooking area glowing to dry
some firelog yesterday.
Said
incident
happened at the Richmark
Construction Building Area
at around 8 PM while the
coronation of the Mr. and Ms.
EVSU 2018 was happening at
the Auditorium.
According to the report
filed by the security guard
on-duty, Officer Elmer B.
Barbosa, a certain Jomar
Rosite,
a
construction
worker
of
Richmark
Construction, placed logs
on top of the woodstove
to let it dry. Unfortunately,
these caught fire and hit the
electrical wirings.
Officer
Barbosa
immediately reported to
Chief Security Officer Neil
M. Binghoy and called for
assistance from the Bureau
BOOTH continued on Page 3
awards.
“It
was
a
very
challenging job, from the
bad weather, the scarcity of
electricity power, the set-up,
but it was enjoyable though.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE SECURITY OFFICE

SAFETY HAZARD. Properties near the Mechanical Engineering department
caught fire after construction workers dried some fire logs at their make-shift
cooking area. The construction worker responsible for the said incident has
already been reprimanded.

of Fire Protection and
TACRO 8. Both of which
arrived at the incident five
minutes after.
“The fire was almost out
when they arrived thanks to
the help of the construction
workers who were there,”
Chief Barbosa said on his
report.
An air-conditioning

unit worth 15,000 pesos and
electrical wirings amounting
to 2,000 pesos were the
damaged properties in the
custody of Prof. Teodorico
M. Urgel.
The BFP cut off the
breaker to prevent electrical
shock on grounded areas
and moved out of the
premise by 8:18 PM. •

We even forgot that this is a
competition because we are
just smiling and laughing
the whole day which is what
we really wanted – that is
to have fun,” said Marvin
Yao from Break Point, a
values-oriented organization

participating in the said
competition.
The winners of
this competition will be
announced on Friday during
the awarding ceremony at
the EVSU Auditorium. •
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Crowned Magnificence

PHOTO COURTESY OF AN SULOG

PAIR CROWNS FOR A PAIRED EAGLE. Ormoc City Campus bets for the Mr. and Ms. EVSU 2018, Ritzie Maning and
Ma. Kim Bocao snatched the two most-coveted crowns of the university, earning the right to choose to represent the
university in either the Regional SCUAA Meet or the Regional PASUC Festival some time next year. The pair is the first
to be crowned Mr. and Ms. EVSU from an external campus for the last five years or so.
By NICANDRO L. PATARAY JR. /
BATINGAW

Picture this. An aerial
silk
acrobat
moving
gracefully
midair,
the
crowd gets wild and
the
surroundings
feel
thicker and thicker by the
second while flags and
banners wave above-head.
Euphoric. That is one
word to describe the most
awaited night of the week
- the search for Mr. & Ms.
EVSU 2018. And that was
just the beginning.
Mr. & Ms. EVSU

is an annual battle of
beauty and wits wherein
participants from different
colleges as well as external
campuses gather to prove
themselves worthy of
the title. This year, each
delegation
embodied
the characteristics of an
eagle: brawny, majestic,
soaring, kingly, noble,
fearless, fierce, buzzard,
might, magnificent, and
relentless. These eagles
clashed on stage armed
with their alluring beauties
and witty rebuttals. “I’ll
do my best and God will

do the rest” said one of
the contestants.
The candidates graced
the stage in different
attires flaunting their welltoned physique leaving
the crowd in awe. Their
names echoed all around
the EVSU auditorium as
their respective teams
tirelessly
supported
them. But, for a moment
the crowd fell silent as
the participants had to
face the Q & A portion.
Interesting
fact:
the
questions were formulated
by
random
students
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within the campus which
highlighted topics relating
to univ-related issues,
politics, and the LGBTQ
community. Fingers were
crossed and the heavens
were filled with prayers
hoping that their bets
would be able to pull it off.
In the end, two eagles
outshone their rivals. The
cool part is, they come
from the same pack. Ritzie
Maning and Kim Bocao of
the Ormoc City Campus
were hailed as the King
and Queen of the night.
“We are living in a
society with a diversity

of culture. What we need
to uphold the ideals is
camaraderie
because
it is equivalent to the
“bayanihan spirit” and
“pintakasi”, was Maning’s
winning answer, raising
cheers of approval from
the spectators.
M e a n w h i l e ,
unbeknownst to many,
Bocao, was under the
weather during the event.
However, propelled with
determination in bringing
home the crown, she
fought back with all her
might saying, “You need to
fake your fear into fierce

and be happy because
if you are not confident
enough your performance
will not be good.”
Indeed, it was a night
to remember for even in
the middle of a battle,
the camaraderie between
the EVSUnistas prevailed
as everyone held each
other’s hands during the
whole experience. And yet
a new set of beauty and
brains emerged, ready to
bring pride and dignity to
the name of our beloved
alma mater as they prep
for their next quest - the
regionals and nationals. •

PHOTO COURTESY OF AN SULOG

AMBASSADORS FOR SPORTS, CULTURE AND THE ARTS. Reigning as the Mr. and Ms. EVSU 2018 court, Mr. and Ms.
Sports, Manuel Gaviola (CAAD)Jennica Renomeron (Burauen) and Mr. and Ms. Culture and the Arts, Angel Rus Tambal
and Nigel Bandoy, both from the College of Engineering will serve as the school’s ambassadors for the entire year.
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EDITORIAL

Crowns among
other things
It is interesting to
note that our latest
Mr. and Ms. EVSU are
not from the Main
Campus – the first pair
to snatch the crown and
have the privilege of

representing the system
in the regional stage
from the Main Campus in
the last five years or so.
Moreover, in the latest
score tally, the external
campuses rank higher

than the colleges of the
Main Campus. This feat
makes one realize that
the external campuses
really do need to be
given more attention
in terms of university
representation.
The notion of the
external campuses not
given enough exposure
and opportunities to
raise
the
university
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banner
in
different
competitions and confab
has long been a crying
issue. Most often than
not, those who are in the
Main Campus get to have
the privilege of travelling
and experience firsthand the pressure and
the learnings one gets
from being exposed
to such events. This
somehow translate to the
feeling of insecurity by
the external campuses
and create a stigma of
“hira-hira man la liwat
ton permi.”
Fortunately, this
Sports, Culture and the
Arts Festival is becoming
a wake-up call to the
admin that our external
campuses also sport
tremendous
amount
of talent and likewise
deserve attention in
terms of holistic student
development. Creating
more programs wherein
students can have equal
opportunities to grow
beyond the classroom
will propel our university
into higher rankings
since we will truly pick
the “best among the
rest” to represent us
in different stages and
arenas.
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OP-ED

What shimmers most
“Those medals are just the consolation prizes; the
real and major prize is the friendship that we acquire
that guides our growth as an individual.”

Anchored with the theme:
“Engage. Enrich. Elevate.”
this year’s Sports, Culture
and the Arts Festival
had emerged within the
campus which has built a
platform that adds up the
factors of us being more
involved
as
students.
We have become our
own advocates of giving
engagement
for
our
sports, giving enrichment
to our culture and also by
giving a certain elevation
for the arts, however, after
this week-long festival,
what do we gain in the
aftermath? We gain more
than what meets the eye.
Some would believe
that their purpose to
compete in an event like this
is to bring home the medals
or trophies but honestly,
there is something more
than winning than those
alike. Something that is
more precious than gold,

something that can also be
wielded by fire to test its
authenticity. It is something
that will really stay longer
in our lives, come hell
or water— those are the
friendship and values we
achieve along the way.
Those medals are just
the consolation prizes; the
real and major prize is the
friendship that we acquire
that guides our growth as
an individual. We get to
siphon the true spirit of
sportsmanship, friendship
and values. It sounds
cliché, some would say, but
this is still a continuous
practice and sadly only few
have mastered it. Students
and other party involved in
this event should be able
to seek out the reason why
the university is holding
such event—bringing unity
a midst diversity.
This has been a
stereotypical thought that

events like these are all
about the medals, trophies,
scented papers with our
names in it or maybe
crowns; that’s a thought
that should be eradicated
in our minds and in our
hearts, like what the Vice
President for Academic
Affairs (VPAA), Dr. Dennis C.
De Paz said, “competition is
not a matter of winning but
it is a matter of showing
how you play the game or
how you compete.”
Play fair, earn hard.
Let us be reminded that
we are all winners, one
way or another because
everything will turn into a
memory and if we will leave
it as a memory, might as
well have a golden one to
bring along when our hairs
turn to silver already.

OCTOBER 24, 2018
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Vox Scholaris OP-ED
How was your experience during the opening ceremony?
Compiled By JEAN MAICA G. VELASCO

Exciting and amazing
tas medyo makulba kay
bangnin may ma slide
na performer pero okay
la.” MarkG

Marisyo an
performance han
taekwondo team tas
han flashmob. Jack

As an EVSU student
proud ak mgan mas
maupay kun igimprove pa.” ZA1

Makulba pero enjoy, as a performer exciting, pero dire man namon meant
makig-compete gusto la nam ig enjoy ngan soliton it experience. Waray
kasayang nam pag-prinactice.” HELLO KITTY
Na amaze ako han performance han Taekwondo
team labi na han mga bata kay mga bata pala
magkarit na. API

Naexpect ak hit maupay ngan patas na competition.

Bet ko an mga
logo kay bagan
tribal. VIVIK

CAS we are one

Maupay an kanan COE kay mayda professor na bumulig ngadto han ira pag
perform. CUTE

Maupay an mga presentations pero pinaka-naupayan talaga
ako han Burauen kay maupay an message han ira mob dance
performance,” ANN
Amazing an pag-light han torch together han effects han lights han different
eagles, everything about han event marisyo. CK

It was a really great and exciting
experience. Black Lover

Marisyo, awesome, marisyo ngan
astig labi na an nagperform han
kalayo.” YAM
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Soaring
Brave hearts compete
To challenges they shall never retreat
Though there are times felt like giving up
Still manage to endure, strive and stand out
Inspired heart and determined spirit
The courage come from
Determined to circumvent
Only passionate shall reach the top
Through the journey
It was never just about the competition
It also has the challenge to inspire people
These are an athlete’s realizations
-Augen Blick
BY CD REALINO
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Message from the
University Student Regent
Sports has always been
an important source of
aspirations and inspirations of
mankind ever since. It changes
personality, perceptions and
the way of life of an athlete.
With
the
theme
“Engage, Elevate, Elevate,”
the ad hoc editorial board of
the EVSU – University Student
Publications decided to create
a special issue dedicated
to sports to emphasize its
importance and value. Thus,
students and instructors of
the different campuses of
the university may develop
unity,
camaraderie
and
sportsmanship throughout the
duration of the culture & art
festival.

Despite
the
undeniable fact that we
lack in facilities for sports
and necessary place for the
delegates, still the athletes
and coaches are determine
to return to their respective
campuses with pride and
honor. Giving the best they
could do, pushing themselves
beyond their limits in the
chosen event. Indeed, the true
spirit of sportsmanship being
manifested over this so-called
hindrance, for EVSUnistas are
sports enthusiasts! Engaging
the athletes and training them
both physically and mentally
to excel in their chosen events,
enriching their potentials and
abilities with the purpose of

excellence, elevating their
mentality that sports is part
of our lives and one way to
support peace and unity of the
EVSU system.
Expounding the ways
of an eagle to every individual
in this university; the eagle’s
eye-view from the sky and their
way of skipping the storm, how
they soar high above other
birds! Which is the mission
& vision of this university to
soar high, compete and be
innovated globally not only in
academic aspect but also in
sports!
Long-lived
sports
enthusiasts,
long-lived
EVSUnistas!

Hon. JOBERT F. BRIONES
Student Regent, EVSU System
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PHOTO GALLERY
Preliminary Games

BY JM LLORAG & CML TABUENA

Musical Contest

BY JM LLORAG & CML TABUENA
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PHOTO GALLERY
Mr. and Ms. EVSU 2018 Grand Coronation Night

BY JM LLORAG & CML TABUENA
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ENTERTAINMENT
Dahil All

BY KENNETH P. PERMEJO / BATINGAW

Apply ice to the burnt area

BY KENNETH P. PERMEJO / BATINGAW

